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ABSTRACT 
We prove an extension of Ando-Krieger’s theorem for positive, irreducible, order continuous 
Harris operators on Dedekind complete Banach lattices. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the study of the non-quasinilpotence of positive, 
irreducible operators on Banach lattices. In fact, if E is a Dedekind complete 
Banach lattice whose order continuous dual E; separates points of E, we 
extend Ando-Krieger’s theorem ([5], Thm. V-6.5 or [12], Thm. 136.9) for a 
positive, irreducible, order continuous Harris operator Ton E (Thm. 1 below). 
Using this result we prove that the existence of a positive, order continuous 
Harris operator in the cornmutant or in the bicommutant of T is a sufficient 
condition implying that T and the restriction of the order adjoint of T to E; 
are not quasinilpotent. If T is a compact operator that condition is also 
necessary (Thm. 3). For unexplained terminology we refer to the books [5] 
and [12]. 
The author is very much indebted to the referee and to Professor A.C. 
Zaanen for the final form of this paper, specially of Theorem 1 whose 
formulation and short proof was suggested to him after a first reading of the 
manuscript. 
t The author was supported by a scholarship from the “Ministerio de Education y Ciencia”. 
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ON IRREDUCIBLE OPERATORS ON BANACH LATTICES 
We first recall some definitions and terminology. Let E be a Dedekind 
complete Riesz space. Following 1121 we denote the order dual of E by E- 
(which coincides with the norm dual of E when E is a Banach lattice). The order 
continuous dual of E will be denoted by E;. By L@‘(E) we denote the Riesz 
space of all order bounded operators from E into E. If E is a Riesz space, 
01 u E E denotes that u is a positive element of E, O< u E E denotes that 
01 u E E, u #O. Similarly, for a positive operator T: T>O denotes that TrO 
and T#O. The notation 0 is used for the number zero, the null element of E, 
the zero functional or the null operator. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach 
lattice such that E; separates points of E, written in symbols: ‘(En) = 0. Using 
a slightly more general definition than Foguel ([2], def. 5.1) we say that 
0~ TE Y’(E) is a Harris operator if there exists an integer p> 1 such that Tp 
is not disjoint with the band of A@‘(E) generated by (E;@E), which will be 
denoted by (EL @E)dd. In other terms, O< TE Y’(E) is called a Harris 
operator if there exist an integer pr 1 and an operator KE (E; @E)dd such 
that O<KI Tp. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and let 
01 Q: E+E be an order continuous positive operator. The null ideal of Q is the 
set of all f E E such that Q 1 f I= 0. Since Q is order continuous, the null ideal 
of Q is a band A of E. The disjoint complement Ad of A is also a band of E. 
The band Ad is called the carrier band of the operator Q. Instead of Ad we 
shall write CQ. Since E is Dedekind complete, we have C&A =E. Note that 
Q is strictly positive on CQ, i.e. O< u E C, implies Qu > 0. The band projection 
on Ce exists and is denoted by PQ. Since OrPosI, the operator PQ is order 
continuous. Finally, following [12], we call a positive operator Ton a Banach 
lattice E irreducible if T leaves no band of E invariant except (0) and E itself. 
The spectral radius of a bounded operator Ton a Banach space will be denoted 
by r(T). Now we can state the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice such that 
‘(En-) = (0) and let T be a positive, irreducible, order continuous Harris 
operator on E. Then r(T) > 0. 
PROOF. Since T is a Harris operator, there exist an integer pz 1 and an 
operator K E (Et @E)dd such that O<KI Tp. Observe that K is an order 
continuous operator on E. Let C, be the carrier band of K. Since K>O, 
CK# (0). Let Pk be the order continuous band projection from E onto C,. 
Let 1> r(T). Then S: = T(I - T)- ’ is strongly irreducible, i.e., Su is a weak 
unitinEforeveryO<uEE([12],Thm. 136.2).Thefirstthingtodoistoprove 
that the restriction of the operator K to C,, KICK, is in ((C,), @E)dd. Since 
KE (E,- @E)dd, there exists an upwards directed system (Ka)aaA in Yb(E) with 
supremum K such that for all aEA, 05K,< CyE; $$@ef, where OS#PEE,I 
and OleFEE for i= 1, . . . . n(a). Then, 0~K,l,~r C,“_“l #flcK@ep for all aEA, 
where @PICK is the restriction of the order continuous functional @f to C,. It 
is immediate to prove that @,!lcK~ (C,),. Since for every 05~~ CK (KJ.&~~ 
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is an upwards directed system in E with supremum KU (see the last part of the 
proof of theorem 83.4 in [12]), it follows that (KalC,)aEA is an upwards 
directed system with supremum K Ic,. Hence, K lc,~ ((C,), @E)dd. Ob- 
serving that PKS is an order continuous operator from E into C, we prove 
similarly as in [12], Lemma 136.7 that PKSK lo, E ((CK)[ @CK)dd. The strong 
irreducibility of S implies that P&X Ic,. * C,-+C, is also strongly irreducible. 
Ando-Krieger’s theorem ([12], Thm. 136.9) shows then that PKSK Ic,: C,-+C, 
satisfies r(P,SK lcK) > 0. Since O< P& I, it follows from the above that 
r(P,SKP,)>O. Since O<P,SKP,IP,STPP,IST~= TPfl(A - T)-’ we also 
have r(Tp’l(A- T)-‘)>O. Now, by the spectral mapping theorem, r(T)>O. 
EXAMPLE. As an application of theorem 1 we give an example of a positive, 
irreducible, order continuous operator TE L@‘(E), T= K+ S, 0< KE 
E (E, OEjdd, 0~ SE (E; @E)d such that K is not irreducible and r(K) = 
= r(S) = 0. Let G = {z E C : I zI = 1 } be the unit circle of the complex plane. Let 
p denote its normalized Haar measure dp = (2x)-‘dt. Let E =Lp(p), 1 <p 5 00. 
Let (Y be irrational modulo 2n and let 0 I g I 1 be a continuous function on G 
vanishing only in z, = 1. The operator S on E given by S’(z) = g(z)f(az), f E E, 
z E G, is a positive, irreducible and order continuous operator on E such that 
SE (EC @Ef (adapt [12], exercise 96.11 to the present case). Schaefer proved 
in [6] that if g vanishes sufficiently fast when z-+ 1 then r(S) = 0. Take g such 
that r(S)=O. Let KE(E;@E)~~ be analogous to the Volterra operator, i.e., 
Kf(e”) = (272)-t Sh f(eis)ds, f E E, t ~]0,27r]. Note that T= K+ S is irreducible 
but K is not. Moreover, by theorem 1, r(T) > 0 but r(K) = r(S) = 0. 
REMARK. Let G and fl be like in the previous example. Let us fix a non null, 
positive, diffuse measure v E C(G) -. Then there exists a singular measure 
x EC(G)- such that the convolution of v and x, v*x, is p-absolutely con- 
tinuous (see, for example, the last corollary in ill]). If XE G, denote by rXv the 
measure given by r,v(A) = v&4x), where A is a Bore1 subset of G. Let (x,) be 
a sequence of elements of G. Let v1 = C,“=, 2-“zX8v. Let TEL@(E) be given 
by Tf=(vl+ lxl)*ft f EE, where 1x1 is the modulus of the measure x and 
(vi + Ixl)*f means the convolution of v1 + 1x1 and f. By definition 2.5 in [lo] 
and the results there, we see that T is a positive and order continuous Harris 
operator such that T is disjoint with (EL @Efd but T2 is not. By taking a 
convenient sequence (x,) we can take T to be irreducible. We leave the details 
of the proof for the reader. 
Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and let TE L@‘(E). We denote 
the order adjoint of T by T- ([12], page 249). If T is an order continuous 
operator, then the restriction of T- :E---+E- to the order continuous dual 
E,” maps E,I into EL ([12], Thm. 97.1). We denote this restricted operator by 
T’, T’: E; +E;. It is easy to check that T’ is also order continuous ([12], 
page 249). We use these remarks to prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice such that ‘(En-) = 
= (O}..Let Oc TE Yb(E) be an order continuous operator. Then: 
(a) If T is irreducible, then T’: En- -rE,- is also irreducible. 
(b) If T is a Harris operator, then T’ is a Harris operator. 
PROOF. (a) follows from the proof of theorem 137.1 in [12]. 
(b) If T is a Harris operator, then there exist an integer pz 1 and an operator 
KE (EL @E)dd such that O<K< Tp. Then it follows that O<K’<(T’)P. Since 
‘(E;)=(O), we have that O<K’E((E;),@E;)~~ ([12], Thm. 137.1). Hence, 
T’ is a Harris operator. 
Before stating the next theorem let us fix some notation. If E is a Banach 
space, Y(E) denotes the set of all bounded operators on E. Let TE Y(E). The 
cornmutant set of the operator T, i.e., the set {SE Y(E): ST= TS} will be 
denoted by { T} ‘. The bicommutant set of T, i.e., the set {SE Y(E) : SR = RS 
for all R E { T} ‘} will be denoted by { T} “. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice such that ‘(En-) = 
= (0) and let T be a positive, irreducible and order continuous operator on E. 
Let T’: E,I -*En- be defined as in the remarks preceeding lemma 2. Consider 
the following assertions: 
(a) There exists a positive and order continuous Harris operator KE (T)“. 
(b) There exists a positive and order continuous Harris operator K E ( T) ‘. 
(c) r(T) > 0, r(T) > 0. 
Then, (a)+(b)+(c). Moreover, if T is compact, then also (c)-+(a). 
PROOF. (a)-+(b) is obvious. (b)-+(c) Let K be a positive, order continuous 
Harris operator such that KT= TK. Assume that r(T) = 0. Then Olr(TK) I 
I r( T)r(K) = 0. Since TK commutes with T, 0 I r( T+ TK) 5 r(T) + r( TK) = 0. 
But T+ TK is a positive, irreducible and order continuous operator on E. By 
theorem 1, r( T+ TK) > 0. This contradiction proves that r(T) > 0. Using lemma 
2 and recalling that T’ is order continuous the assertion r(T) > 0 is proved in 
a similar way. Let us assume that T is compact and prove that (c)+(a). Since 
T is compact, T’ is also a compact operator. Then, by lemma 2, T and T’ are 
positive, irreducible, order continuous and compact. Moreover, r(T)>0 and 
r(T’)>O. It follows from the proof of theorem 137.3 in [12] that r(T) = 
= r( T’) = : r and r(T) (r(T)) is an eigenvalue of T (resp. 7”) of geometric multi- 
plicity one and each positive eigenvector of T (resp. of T’) is a weak unit in E 
(resp. in EL). Let O<u E E, O<f E E; be such that Tu = ru, T’f =rf. Let 
SE {T) ‘. Then TSu = r Su, T’S’f= r S’f. Since dim Ker (T-r) = dim Ker 
(T’- r) = 1, there exist complex numbers a, p such that Su = (YU and Slf=pf. 
Fromcr<u,f)=(Su,f)=(u,S’f)=~(u,f>and(u,f)#Oitfollowsthata=~. 
Define K = f 0 u. Then 0 <K E (El @ E)dd and KS = SK for all SE { T) ‘. Hence 
Kc(T)“. 
REMARKS. (I) If E is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm, then the 
order dual of E, E-, the norm dual of E and the order continuous dual of E, 
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E; , coincide. In this case the norm conjugate operator of T coincides with T’. 
Hence r(T) = r(T’) and the condition (c) in the last theorem can be stated as 
r(T)>O. 
(II) The implication (c)-+(a) in theorem 3 cannot be extended to all positive 
operators on E. Let S be the operator given in the example following theorem 
1 taking the function g so that r(S)=O. Let T=I+S. Then TE -f@(E) is 
positive, irreducible, order continuous and r(T) = 1. But there is no positive, 
non zero and order continuous Harris operator in {T} ‘. Otherwise, let K be 
such operator. Then K+SK=K+KS. Hence SK=KS. By theorem 3, r(S)>O, 
a contradiction. 
(III) Recently it was shown by B. de Pagter [l] that if E is a Banach lattice 
and T: E+E is a positive, compact, ideal-irreducible (i.e., T leaves no ideal of 
E invariant except (0) and E) linear operator, then r(T) > 0. This result permits 
to obtain some cases in which the condition (c) in theorem 3 is satisfied and, 
therefore, {T) V contains a positive, order continuous Harris operator. 
We conclude by showing that the hypothesis (a) in theorem 2 can be 
somewhat weakened to ensure that r(T)>O. In fact, the following is true: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice such that 
‘(En-) = {O> and let T be a positive, irreducible and order continuous operator 
on E. If K is a positive and order continuous Harris operator on E such that 
KTI TK or TKsKT then r(T)>0 and r(T’)>O. 
The proof of this proposition follows as in theorem 2 using in this case the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 5. Let E be a Banach lattice. Let S, TE Yb(E) be positive. If STr TS 
then r( TS) I r( T)r(S) and r(ST) I r(S)r( T). 
PROOF. Let a, b > 0 be such that r(S) < a and r(T) < b. We prove that r(TS) 5 
I ab and r(ST)Iab. It is sufficient to show that (A - TS)-’ and (I -ST)-’ 
are holomorphic functions in Dab: = {A E 6: /AI >ab} or, equivalently, that 
<(A - TS)- ‘u, u) and ((A - ST)- ‘u, V) are holomorphic in Dab for all Or u E E, 
0 I u E E’ (where E’ denotes the norm dual of E). Let 0 5 u E E, 0 i o E E’. Since 
(ST)“< T”S” and (TS)“< T”S” for all natural numbers n, using the Neumann 
series for the resolvent we have 
((A-TS)-‘u,u)= i A-‘“+“((TS)“u,o)r 
n=o 
for all a > 0 sufficiently large. A similar formula holds also for ST. Since the 
series Czzo znllS”uII, C,"=, znll(T')"oll P re resent holomorphic functions in 
{zEC:Izl<a-’ }, {z@C:izi<b-I}, respectively, the series C,“=, znllS”u/I . 
9 II(T’)“ull represents a holomorphic function in {zEC: IzI <a-lb-‘). Since the 
1.5 
coefficients of the Neumann series of <(A - TS)-‘u, u> are positive the above 
inequality shows that ((,I - TS)-‘u, u) is holomorphic in Dab. Therefore, 
r(TS)~ab. Hence, r(TS)r r(T)@). A similar argument shows that r(ST)zz 
5 r(S)r( T). 
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